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MULTIFRACTAL ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONS
ON HEISENBERG AND CARNOT GROUPS
S. SEURET AND F. VIGNERON
Abstract. In this article, we investigate the pointwise behaviors of functions on the
Heisenberg group. We find wavelet characterizations for the global and local Ho¨lder
exponents. Then we prove some a priori upper bounds for the multifractal spectrum of
all functions in a given Ho¨lder, Sobolev or Besov space. These upper bounds turn out to
be optimal, since in all cases they are reached by typical functions in the corresponding
functional spaces. We also explain how to adapt our proof to extend our results to
Carnot groups.
1. Introduction
In this article, we draw the first results for a multifractal analysis for functions defined
on the Heisenberg group H. Multifractal analysis is now a widespread issue in analysis.
Its objective is to provide a description of the variety of local behaviors of a given
function or a given measure. The local behaviors are measured thanks to the pointwise
Ho¨lder exponent and one aims at describing the distribution of the iso-Ho¨lder sets i.e.
the sets of points x ∈ H with same pointwise exponent. What makes the Heisenberg
group interesting for our dimensional considerations is that its Hausdorff dimension is
dimH(H) = 4 while it is defined using only three topological coordinates. This is due
to the special form of the metric in the “vertical” direction. This induces surprising
properties from the geometric measure theoretic standpoint which are currently being
investigated; for instance, Besicovitch’s covering theorem and Marstrand’s projection
theorem are not true, see [1, 2, 31, 23, 26]. In this paper, we pursue this investigation by
studying the multifractal properties of functions defined on H. We find an a priori upper
bound for the Hausdorff dimensions of iso-Ho¨lder sets for all functions in a given Ho¨lder
and Besov space and we prove that these bounds are optimal, since they are reached for
generic functions (in the sense of Baire’s categories) in these function spaces. To do so,
we develop methods based on wavelets on H [24]. In the last Section, we explain how to
adapt our proof to extend our results to Carnot groups.
Let us start by some basic facts on H. The first Heisenberg group H consists [28,
p. 530] of the set R3 equipped with a non-commutative group law
(p, q, r) ∗ (p′, q′, r′) = (p+ p′, q + q′, r + r′ + 2(qp′ − pq′))
which is also denoted by the absence of multiplicative symbol when the context is clear.
The inverse of x = (p, q, r) is x−1 = (−p,−q,−r). The Haar measure is dx = dp∧dq∧dr
and is also denoted by `. It is a homogeneous group [28, p. 618] whose dilations are
defined by:
λ ◦ (p, q, r) = (λp, λq, λ2r).
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A left-invariant distance δ(x, y) =
∥∥x−1 ∗ y∥∥H is given by the homogeneous pseudo-norm:
(1) ‖x‖H =
{
(p2 + q2)2 + r2
}1/4
.
Remark 1. One can modify the coefficients in formula (1) so that it becomes a norm
on H, see [12]. We nonetheless keep this formulation so that the generalization of our
results to Carnot groups (see Section 7) will require fewer modifications.
The Lie Algebra h is the vector-space of left invariant vector fields on H. It is nilpotent
of step 2 (see [28, p. 544]) i.e. h = n1 ⊕ n2, where n1 is spanned by
(2) X =
∂
∂p
+ 2q
∂
∂r
and Y =
∂
∂q
− 2p ∂
∂r
and n2 is spanned by Z =
∂
∂r · All commutators vanish except [X,Y ] = −4Z. Hence
[h, h] = n2 and [n2, h] = 0. The homogeneous structure of H induces dilations of h:
λ ◦ (αX + βY + γZ) = λ(αX + βY ) + λ2γZ,
which satisfy λ ◦ [U, V ] = [λ ◦ U, λ ◦ V ].
The positive self-adjoint hypoelliptic Laplace operator on H is (see [15]):
(3) L = −(X2 + Y 2).
Sobolev spaces of regularity index s ≥ 0 can be defined by functional calculus:
(4) Hs(H) = {u ∈ L2(H) : Ls/2u ∈ L2(H)}.
Throughout the article, Q = 4 denotes the homogeneous dimension of H. In order to
state the results quickly, we postpone the classical definitions and notations (horizontal
paths, Carnot balls, polynomials, Hausdorff dimension, Besov and Ho¨lder spaces) to §2.
Let us define the pointwise Ho¨lder regularity of a function.
Definition 1. Let f : H→ R be a function belonging to L∞loc(H). For s > 0 and x0 ∈ H,
f is said to belong to Cs(x0) if there exist constants C > 0, η > 0 and a polynomial P
with homogeneous degree degH(P ) < s such that
(5) ∀x ∈ H, ‖x‖ < η =⇒ |f(x0x)− P (x)| ≤ C ‖x‖sH .
One says that f ∈ Cslog(x0) if, instead of (5), the following holds:
(6) |f(x0x)− P (x)| ≤ C ‖x‖sH · |log ‖x‖H|
Observe that this definition is left-invariant: f ∈ Cs(x0) if and only if fy ∈ Cs(y−1x0)
with fy : x 7→ f(yx).
The following quantities are crucial in multifractal analysis.
Definition 2. Let f : H→ R be a function belonging to L∞loc(H), and let x0 ∈ H.
The pointwise regularity exponent of f at x0 is
(7) hf (x0) = sup{s > 0 : f ∈ Cs(x0)}
with the convention that hf (x0) = 0 if f 6∈ Cs(x0) for any s > 0.
The multifractal spectrum of f is the mapping df : [0,∞]→ {−∞} ∪ [0, Q]
df (h) = dimH (Ef (h)) where Ef (h) = {x ∈ H : hf (x) = h},
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where dimH stands for the Hausdorff dimension on H. By convention, dimH ∅ = −∞.
The multifractal spectrum of f describes the geometrical distribution of the singula-
rities of f over H. The Hausdorff dimension is the right notion to use here, since (at
least intuitively, but also for generic functions) the iso-Ho¨lder sets Ef (h) are dense over
the support of f and the Minkowski dimension does not distinguish dense sets.
Wavelets are a key tool in our analysis. The construction of wavelets on stratified Lie
groups has been achieved in [24]. A convenient observation is that Z = Z3 is a sub-group
of H. For j ∈ Z and k = (kp, kq, kr) ∈ Z, one defines:
xj,k = 2
−j ◦ k = (2−jkp, 2−jkq, 2−2jkr).
Note that x−1j,k = xj,−k. The dyadic cubes are defined in the following way:
C0 = {(p, q, r) ∈ H : 0 ≤ p, q, r < 1} and Cj,k = xj,k ∗ (2−j ◦ C0).
Figure 1. The cube C0 admits 34 closest neighbors in H contrary to
euclidian cubes of R3 that admit only 26 neighbors.
The left-multiplication by xj,k maps affine planes of R3 on affine planes, thus the
shape of Cj,k is a regular parallelogram with vertices on 2
−j ◦ Z. But one shall observe
that two different cubes Cj,k and Cj,k′ are not in general euclidian translates of each
other. A neighborhood Λj,k of Cj,k is given by
(8) Λj,k =
⋃
k′∈Ξ
Cj,k∗k′ ,
where Ξ is the set of 35 multi-integers k′ = (k′p, k′q, k′r) given by (see Figure 1):
k′p k′q k′r
0 0 −1, 0, 1
1 0 −3,−2,−1, 0, 1
1 1 −1, 0, 1
k′p k′q k′r
0 1 −1, 0, 1, 2, 3
−1 1 1, 2, 3
−1 0 −1, 0, 1, 2, 3
k′p k′q k′r
−1 −1 −1, 0, 1
0 −1 −3,−2,−1, 0, 1
1 −1 −3,−2,−1.
Given x ∈ H and j ∈ Z, there exists a unique k ∈ Z such that x ∈ Cj,k. For this
choice of k, it is convenient to write
(9) Cj(x) = Cj,k and Λj(x) = Λj,k.
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The diameter of Cj,k is 13
1/4 × 2−j < 21−j (because the diameter of C0 is 131/4). In
particular, if δ(x, y) < 2−j , then x, y belong simultaneously to at least one Λj,k.
Let us recall now the construction of wavelets on H by Lemarie´ [24]. For any integer
M > Q/2, there exist 2Q − 1 = 15 functions (ϑε)1≤ε≤15 in H4M (H) such that:
• There exist C0, r0 > 0 such that for any multi-index α of length |α| < 4M −Q:
(10) ∀x ∈ H, |∇αHϑε(x)| ≤ C0 exp (−‖x‖H/r0) .
• Each function Ψε = LMϑε has 2M vanishing moments, i.e. for every polynomial
function P of homogeneous degree degH P < 2M , then
(11)
∫
H
Ψε(x)P (x)dx = 0.
Moreover, |Ψε(x)| ≤ C0 exp (−‖x‖H /r0) and Ψε ∈ Hσ(H) for σ < 2M −Q.
• The family of functions (2jQ/2Ψεj,k)j∈Z,k∈Z,1≤ε≤15, where
Ψεj,k(x) = Ψε
(
2j ◦ (x−1j,k ∗ x)
)
,
forms a Hilbert basis of L2(H), i.e.:
(12) f
L2
=
∑
ε,j,k
dεj,k(f)Ψ
ε
j,k with d
ε
j,k(f) = 2
jQ
∫
H
f(x)Ψεj,k(x)dx.
The real numbers dεj,k(f) are called the wavelet coefficients of f . Note that we use
an L∞ normalization for the wavelet in (12) and that our choice implies that the family
(2−jQ/2dεj,k(f)) belongs to `
2 and thus tends to 0 when j → ±∞ and ‖k‖H →∞.
Remark 2. Instead of Lemarie´’s wavelet, one may use the wavelets built by Fu¨hr and
Mayeli in [17] which can be constructed on any Carnot group. We will use these wavelets
when explaining the generalization of our results to more general Carnot groups.
We can now state our main theorems. For non-integer regularity, Ho¨lder classes can
be totally described with wavelets coefficients, as in the Euclidian case.
Theorem 1. For s ∈ R+\N and [s] < 2M , a function f belongs to Cs(H) if and only if
there exists a constant C > 0 such that
(13) ∀(ε, j, k) ∈ {1, . . . , 2Q − 1} × Z×Z, |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C2−js.
Theorem 1 is essentially proved in [17], Theorems 5.4 and 6.1. We give another proof
here, using Lemarie´’s wavelets. The existence of the decomposition (12) allows us to
obtain a straightforward equivalence between Cs(H) and (13).
Up to a logarithmic factor, the pointwise regularity class Cs(x0) can also be described
with wavelets coefficients.
Theorem 2. Given f ∈ L2(H) and x0 ∈ H, the following properties hold.
• If f ∈ Cs(x0), then there is R > 0 such that for any indices ε, j, k:
(14) δ(xj,k, x0) < R =⇒ |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C2−js
(
1 + 2jδ(xj,k, x0)
)s
.
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• Conversely, if f satisfies (14) and belongs to Cσ(H) for an arbitrary small σ > 0,
then f belongs to Cslog(x0).
Remark 3. The important information contained in (14) does not just lie in the coef-
ficients closest (at each dyadic scale) to x0:
|dεj,k(f)| ≤
{
C2−js if δ(xj,k, x0) . 2−j
Cδ(xj,k, x0)
s if 2−j . δ(xj,k, x0) < R.
Remark 4. In the Euclidian case, wavelet leaders [22] are more stable numerically. The
wavelet leaders of a function f ∈ L2(H) is the sequence
Dj(f, x) = sup
{|dεj′,k′(f)| : j′ ≥ j and Cj′,k′ ⊂ Λj(x)}
with Λj(x) defined by (9). One checks easily that another statement equivalent to (14) is:
f ∈ Cs(x0) =⇒ ∀ j ≥ 0, Dj(f, x0) ≤ C2−js.
It is also obvious from the last two theorems that f ∈ Cs(H) implies hf (x) ≥ s for
every x ∈ H. The optimality of this result is asserted by the following theorem. Recall
that a property P is generic in a complete metric space E when it holds on a residual
set i.e. a set with a complement of first Baire category. A set is of first Baire category
if it is the union of countably many nowhere dense sets. As it is often the case, it is
enough to build a residual set which is a countable intersection of dense open sets in E.
Theorem 3. There exists a dense open set (hence a generic set) R of functions in
Cs(H) such that for every f ∈ R and every x ∈ H, hf (x) = s.
In particular, generic functions in Cs(H) are monofractal i.e. Ef (h) = ∅ if h 6= s.
One can also obtain a priori upper bounds for the multifractal spectrum of functions
belonging to Besov and Sobolev spaces on H (see Section 2.6 for precise definitions).
These function spaces play a fundamental role in harmonic and functional analysis.
There are two types of results one can naturally look for: general local regularity results
that are valid for all functions in a given Besov space, and results that are only true for
“almost every” function in this function space.
Theorem 4. For s > Q/p, every f ∈ Bsp,q(H) satisfies:
(15) for all h ≥ s−Q/p, df (h) ≤ min (Q , p (h− s+Q/p))
and df (h) = −∞ if h < s−Q/p.
This theorem has many remarkable consequences. For instance, it illustrates the op-
timality of the Sobolev inclusion Bsp,q(H) ↪→ Cs−Q/p(H) : the sets of points with the
least possible pointwise Ho¨lder exponent s − Q/p has Hausdorff dimension at most 0.
Similarly, as a consequence of the proof, the set of points whose pointwise Ho¨lder ex-
ponent is at least s and has full Haar measure in H. The main difference with Cs(H)
is that functions in Bsp,q(H) may really be multifractal, meaning that many iso-Ho¨lder
sets Ef (h) are non-empty with a non-trivial Hausdorff dimension. This is the case for
generic functions in Bsp,q(H).
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Figure 2. Upper bound for the multifractal spectrum of functions in Bsp,q(H).
Theorem 5. For s > Q/p, there is a residual set R˜ ⊂ Bsp,q(H) such that for all f ∈ R˜,
(16) ∀h ∈ [s−Q/p, s], df (h) = p (h− s+Q/p) ,
and Ef (h) = ∅ for all other exponents.
In particular, for generic functions f ∈ Bsp,q(H), Haar-almost every point has a pointwise
Ho¨lder exponent equal to s.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the definitions and previous
results that we use in the sequel. In Sections 3 and 4 respectively, we deal with global
and pointwise Ho¨lder regularity (Theorems 1 and 2). In particular, the monofractality
of generic functions (Theorem 3) in Cs(H) is proved in Section 4.3. The multifractal
properties of functions in a Besov space are then investigated in Sections 5 and 6. Finally,
we explain how to extend our results to general stratified nilpotent groups (i.e. Carnot
groups) in Section 7.
Let us finish this introduction with a question. It would be very interesting to be
able to represent the functions on H, or at least the traces of such functions on affine
subspaces of R3. Indeed, the natural anisotropy induced by the metric on H should
create an anisotropic picture, and as of today, creating natural and simple models for
anisotropic textures is a great challenge in image processing. Of course the starting point
would be to understand how to draw a wavelet (be it a Lemarie´ wavelet, or another one!)
on H. We believe that this is a very promising research direction.
2. Definitions and recalls
2.1. Balls on H. As the shape of balls is rather counter-intuitive on H, a few geometric
statements will be useful in the following. The volume of the gauge balls
B(x, r) = {y ∈ H : δ(x, y) < r}
is denoted by `(B(x, r)) and is equal to pi22 rQ with Q = 4. In particular, the Haar measure
` has the doubling property: l(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cl(B(x, r)) for some universal constant C.
For any x, x′ ∈ H and r, r′ > 0, one has x′ ∗ (r′ ◦ B(x, r)) = B(x′ ∗ (r′ ◦ x), rr′) and
B(x, r) = x ∗ (r ◦ B(0, 1)).
The triangular inequality holds in general with a constant depending on the metric.
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Proposition 6 (Folland, Stein, prop.1.6). There exists a constant γ1 > 0 such that
(17) ∀x, y ∈ H, ‖xy‖H ≤ γ1 (‖x‖H + ‖y‖H) .
In particular, the diameter of a gauge ball B(x, r) does not exceed 2γ1r. One will use
this property later in the following form:
Corollary 7. There exists C > 0 such that for any η > 0 and x ∈ B(0, η/C), one has
B(0, η/C) ⊂ B(x, η).
2.2. Polynomial functions. A polynomial function P on H is a polynomial function
of the coordinates (p, q, r) ; its homogeneous degree is defined by
degH P = degP (t, t, t
2)
where the right-hand side is computed in R[t]. Given x = (p, q, r) and α ∈ {1, 2, 3}m,
one defines xα = x(α1) . . . x(αm) with x(1) = p, x(2) = q and x(3) = r. A polynomial
function H of homogeneous degree at most N is thus a function of the form:
P (x) =
∑
|α|≤N
cαx
α
with cα ∈ R and |α| =
∑
ω(αi) with ω(1) = ω(2) = 1 and ω(3) = 2.
2.3. The operator ∇H. Let us denote by ∇H = (X,Y ) the basis (equation (2)) of
horizontal derivatives. Given a multi-index α ∈ {1, 2, 3}m one will denote by
(18) ∇αHf = Vα1 . . . Vαmf
where V1 = X, V2 = Y and V3 = Z. As Z = −14 [X,Y ], one may reduce ∇αHf to a linear
combination of terms that contain exactly |α| powers of X and Y . One says that ∇αHf
is a horizontal derivative of f of order |α|.
2.4. Horizontal paths and Taylor formula. In this short Section, we elaborate on
Taylor expansions, see [16, 33] for details. We emphasize the notions needed later in this
paper.
In this short Section, we elaborate on Taylor expansions Two points x, y ∈ H can
always be joined by a sub-unitary horizontal path, i.e. a piecewise Lipschitz arc γ :
[0, L]→ H such that for almost every t, the tangent vector can be decomposed as
γ′(t) = α(t)X(γ(t)) + β(t)Y (γ(t))
with α2(t)+β2(t) ≤ 1. The so-called Carnot-length dC(x, y) = infγ
(∫ L
0 α
2(t) + β2(t)dt
)1/2
is uniformly equivalent to δ(x, y). Integrating along such an arc provides the first order
Taylor formula:
f(y) = f(x) +
∫ L
0
∇Hf(γ(t))γ′(t)dt.
In turn, this identity provides a Lipschitz estimate.
Proposition 8 ([16], Theorem 1.41). There exists C > 0 and γ2 > 0 such that for all
f ∈ C1(H) and x, y ∈ H,
|f(y)− f(x)| ≤ Cδ(x, y) sup
‖z‖≤γ2δ(x,y)
|∇Hf(xz)|.
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The left-invariant Taylor expansion of a function is given by the next definition.
Definition 3 ([16]). The right Taylor polynomial of homogeneous degree k of a smooth
function f at x0 ∈ H is the unique polynomial Px0 of homogeneous degree ≤ k such that
∀α ∈
⋃
m∈N
{1, 2, 3}m, |α| ≤ k =⇒ ∇αHf(x0) = ∇αHPx0(0).
To proceed with the subsequent calculations we will need to write down the Taylor
expansion explicitly. It must be done carefully for various reasons. The most obvious one
is that XY f 6= Y Xf but pq = qp. The second problem induced by the anisotropy of the
Heisenberg structure is that the traditional match between the index of the derivative
and the index of the polynomial breaks down. For example, at the 2nd order near the
origin, f(p, q, 0) will be computed using only the first 2 powers of p and q but, contrary
to the euclidian setting, it will involve vertical derivatives at the origin, through Zf(0).
With this in mind, a good way to write the Taylor polynomial of order N down is:
(19) Px0(y) =
∑
k=0,...,N
∑
|α|=k
yα
( ∑
|β|=k
cα,β∇βHf(x0)
)
=
∑
|α|=|β|≤N
cα,β∇βHf(x0)yα.
Beyond order 2, even though the polynomial Px0 remains unique, the coefficients cα,β
in (19) are not and thus a choice has to be done once for all before starting a computation.
For example, one possible writing of the polynomial of order 3 at the origin is:
P0(p, q, r) = f(0) + pXf(0) + qY f(0)
+
1
2
(
p2X2f(0) + 2pqXY f(0) + q2Y 2f(0)
)
+ (2pq + r) · Zf(0)
+
1
3!
(
p3X3f(0) + 3p2qX2Y f(0) + 3pq2XY 2f(0) + q3Y 3f(0)
)
+ (2pq + r) · (pXZf(0) + qY Zf(0)) .
The actual choice between the possible expressions is irrelevant. Since monomials are
commutative and Z = −14 [X,Y ] one can assume from now on that the formula is reduced
to indices β ∈ ⋃m∈N{1, 2}m. Further results and explicit Taylor formulas on homogenous
groups can be found in [8].
As expected, the right Taylor polynomial approximates f(x0y) for y small enough.
Theorem 9 (Folland, Stein, corr. 1.44). If f ∈ Ck+1(H), then the following estimate
holds for some universal constant Ck:
|f(x0y)− Px0(y)| ≤ Ck ‖y‖k+1H sup|α|=k+1
(
sup
‖z‖≤γk+12
|∇αHf(x0z)|
)
2.5. Hausdorff dimension on H. The diameter of a set E ⊂ H will be denoted by
|E| = sup{δ(x, y) : x, y ∈ E}.
Let us recall the definition of the Hausdorff measures and dimension. Let s > 0 and
η > 0 be two positive real numbers. For any set E ⊂ H, one defines
(20) Hsη(E) = infR
∑
B∈R
|B|s ∈ [0,+∞],
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Figure 3. Left : Upper half of the unit Carnot ball of H. Right: one
meridian arc of the unit ball and the unitary “horizontal” geodesics join-
ing the origin to each point of this meridian arc.
where the infimum is taken over all possible coverings R of E by gauge balls of radii less
than η. Recall that a covering of E is a family R = {Bi}i∈I of balls satisfying
E ⊂
⋃
i∈I
Bi.
The mapping η 7→ Hsη(E) is decreasing with η, hence one can define
Hs(E) = lim
η→0+
Hsη(E) ∈ [0,+∞].
From this definition, it is standard to see that s 7→ Hs(E) is a decreasing function that
jumps from infinity to zero at a unique real number called the Hausdorff dimension of E:
dimH E = inf{s : Hs(E) = 0} = sup{s : Hs(E) = +∞}.
2.6. Ho¨lder, Sobolev and Besov regularity.
Definition 4. For s = k + σ with k ∈ N and σ ∈]0, 1[, Cs(H) is the set of functions
such that for any multi-index of length |α| ≤ k, the function ∇αHf is continuous and:
sup
|α|=k
|∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)|
δ(x, y)σ
<∞.
Hence, Ho¨lder classes are defined as in the Euclidian case (see [10, 11]). Two equivalent
Banach norms on Cs(H), denoted by ‖f‖Cs(H), are given by
sup
|α|=[s]
|∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)|
δ(x, y)s−[s]
and sup
ε,j,k
(
2js|dεj,k(f)|
)
.
Sobolev spaces, that we introduced before in (4), can also be described using the
horizontal derivatives (18) (see [25] and references therein, and also [15] for more details
on these functional spaces).
Proposition 10. For k ∈ N, a function f belongs to Hk(H) if and only if for any
multi-index α of length |α| ≤ k, ∇αHf ∈ L2(H).
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For s = k + σ with k ∈ N and σ ∈]0, 1[, one has f ∈ Hs(H) if and only if f ∈ Hk(H)
and for |α| = k (with Q = 4, the homogeneous dimension of H):
(21)
∫∫
H×H
|∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)|2
δ(x, y)Q+2σ
dxdy <∞.
One has the continuous inclusion Hs(H) ⊂ Cs−Q/2(H), which holds if s > Q/2 and
s−Q/2 6∈ N. Namely, for any multi-index α such that s = Q/2 + |α|+ σ and σ ∈]0, 1[:
|∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)| ≤ Cs ‖f‖Hs(H) δ(x, y)s−Q/2.
As in the euclidian case, this inclusion fails if s−Q/2 ∈ N, because one can then find
f ∈ Hs(H) and |α| = s − Q/2 such that ∇αHf is not a continuous function (note that
Q = 4 is even). However, the corresponding inclusion in BMO holds (see [11]).
On Rn, Besov spaces can be defined in various ways and the equivalence between all
those definitions is part of the folklore. For nilpotent Lie groups, the situation is less
straightforward and all the equivalences should be checked carefully. For multifractal
analysis, the most convenient definition of Besov spaces is:
Definition 5. The Besov space Bsp,q(H) of [30] consists of functions f on H such that:
(22) aj =
∥∥∥2j(s−Q/p)dεj,k(f)∥∥∥
`p(k)
∈ `q(j).
Other definition of Besov spaces involve Littlewood-Paley theory (see [29] for a histor-
ical background) and continuous wavelet decomposition (see [17] for instance), but all
definitions coincide. The interested reader can have a look at Section 5 of [18]. Depend-
ing on the applications, other definitions have proved useful. Trace theory [13, 34] is
better understood with the geometric norm (21), real interpolation norms with operator
theory [7, 30], while complex interpolation norms relate to microlocal analysis and Weyl
calculus on H [9, 10, 25].
3. Global Ho¨lder regularity with wavelets coefficients: Theorem 1
We first prove in Section 3.1 that the wavelet coefficients of every function f ∈ Cs(H)
enjoy the decay property (13). The converse property is shown in Section 3.2.
3.1. Upper bound for the wavelets coefficients. Assume that f ∈ Cs(H). Let
s = [s] + σ with [s] ∈ N and 0 < σ < 1. The change of variables y = 2j ◦ (x−1j,kx) reads:
dεj,k =
∫
H
f(xj,k(2
−j ◦ y))Ψε(y)dy.
When [s] = 0, one infers from the vanishing moment of Ψε (i.e.
∫
H Ψε(x)dx = 0) that:
|dεj,k| =
∣∣∣∣∫
H
(f(xj,k(2
−j ◦ y))− f(xj,k))Ψε(y)dy
∣∣∣∣≤∫
H
|f(xj,k(2−j ◦ y))− f(xj,k)||Ψε(y)|dy
≤ 2−js ‖f‖Cs(H)
∫
H
‖y‖sH |Ψε(y)|dy = C2−js.
When [s] ≥ 1, one uses Ψε = LMϑε and proceeds with [s] integrations by part against
the function gj,k(y) = f(xj,k(2
−j ◦ y)).
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Observe that the homogeneity of the horizontal derivatives yields that for every α,
(23) ∇αH gj,k(y) = 2−j|α| × [∇αHf ]((xj,k ∗ (2−j ◦ y)).
When [s] = 2m is even (m ≥ 1), one writes dεj,k =
∫
H(Lmgj,k)(x)ϑ˜ε(x)dx, with
ϑ˜ε = LM−mϑε. The term Lmgj,k = (−X2 − Y 2)m(gj,k) can be developed, and one gets
Lmgj,k =
∑
|α|=[s]
lα∇αH(gj,k),
for some coefficients lα independent of the problem. Recalling (10), ϑ˜ε is a well-localized
function. One can use the vanishing moments of ϑε (and thus of ϑ˜ε) to get
dεj,k =
∑
|α|=[s]
lα
∫
H
(∇αHgj,k(y)−∇αHgj,k(0)) ϑ˜ε(y)dy,
= 2−j[s]
∑
|α|=[s]
lα
∫
H
(∇αHf((xj,k ∗ (2−j ◦ y))−∇αHf(xj,k)) ϑ˜ε(y)dy,
The assumption f ∈ Cs(H) implies ∇αHf ∈ Cσ(H), thus ultimately providing:
|dεj,k| ≤ 2−j([s]+σ) ‖f‖Cs(H)
∑
|α|=[s]
|lα|
∫
H
‖y‖σH |ϑ˜ε(y)|dy = C2−js.
When [s] = 2m− 1 is odd (m ≥ 1), one has:
dεj,k =
∫
H
(XLm−1gj,k)(Xϑ˜ε) +
∫
H
(Y Lm−1gj,k)(Y ϑ˜ε).
Again, Xϑ˜ε and Y ϑ˜ε are well-localized functions, with at least one vanishing moment.
Using the same arguments as above,
dεj,k =
∑
|α|=[s]
l′α
∫
H
(∇αHgj,k(y)−∇αHgj,k(0)) Ψ˜ε,α(y)dy
with Ψ˜ε,α = Xϑ˜ε or Y ϑ˜ε (depending on whether the first slot in α codes for X or Y ) and
some other coefficients l′α. The rest of the proof is the same, giving finally |dεj,k| ≤ C2−js.
3.2. Ho¨lder estimate derived from wavelets coefficients. Let us now focus on the
converse assertion in Theorem 1 and assume that (13) holds. The normal convergence
of the series (12) up to the [s]th derivatives ensures that, for any multi-index α such that
|α| ≤ [s] the function ∇αHf is continuous and that the following identity holds:
∇αHf(x) =
∑
ε,j,k
2j|α|dεj,k(f) · (∇αHΨε)
(
2j ◦ (x−1j,kx)
)
.
Let us estimate the [s]th derivatives. As before s = [s] + σ and for |α| = [s], one gets:
|∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)| ≤
∑
ε,j,k
2−jσ
∣∣∣(∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,kx))− (∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,ky))∣∣∣ .
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Let j0 ∈ Z such that 2−j0−1 ≤ δ(x, y) < 2−j0 . There exists k˜ = (k1, k2, k3) ∈ Z such
that x and y both belong to the dyadic neighborhood of x
j0,k˜
, namely x, y ∈ Λ
j0,k˜
, where
Λ
j0,k˜
has been defined by (8) and the remarks that follow.
For j ≤ j0, one uses that ∇αHΨε is Lipschitz:∣∣∣(∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,kx))− (∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,ky))∣∣∣ ≤ C2jδ(x, y)× ξj,k,
where ξj,k satisfies the following estimate (Proposition 8)
ξj,k = sup
‖z‖H≤γ22j−j0
|∇H∇αHΨε((2j ◦ (x−1j,kxj0,k˜)) ∗ z)|
≤ sup
z∈k−1∗(2j−j0◦B(k˜,γ2))
(C0 exp (−‖z‖H/r0)) ≤ C ′0 exp
(
−δ(k, 2j−j0 ◦ k˜)/r′0
)
.
For j > j0, one uses simply the boundedness of ∇αHΨε:∣∣∣(∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,kx))− (∇αHΨε)(2j ◦ (x−1j,ky))∣∣∣
≤ C0
{
exp
(−δ(k, 2j ◦ x)/r0)+ exp (−δ(k, 2j ◦ y)/r0)} .
Each right-hand side is obviously summable in the variable k ∈ Z because there exists
a constant C such that
∀z ∈ H,
∑
k∈Z
exp (−δ(k, z)/r0) ≤ C.
Combining the previous estimates and the fact that the ε variable belongs to a finite set
{1, . . . , 2Q − 1}, one gets the following upper bound for |∇αHf(x)−∇αHf(y)|:∑
j≤j0
2j(1−σ)δ(x, y) +
∑
j>j0
2−jσ ≤ C(2j0(1−σ)δ(x, y) + 2−j0σ) ≤ C ′δ(x, y)σ
i.e. f ∈ Cs(H).
4. Pointwise Ho¨lder regularity
The wavelet decay property 14 of functions f belonging to Cs(x0) is obtained in Sec-
tion 4.1. The second part of Theorem 2 is more delicate and is explained in Section 4.2.
Finally, Section 4.3 contains the proof of Theorem 3, which gives the existence of a
generic set of functions in Cs with a pointwise Ho¨lder exponent everywhere equal to s.
This proves in turn the optimality of Theorem 1.
4.1. Upper bound for the wavelets coefficients. Assume first that f ∈ Cs(x0). Let
P be the unique polynomial of degree degH(P ) < s and η > 0 such that (5) holds on a
small neighborhood of the origin B(0, η). Using the vanishing moments of Ψε, one has
dεj,k(f) = 2
jQ
∫
H
(f(x0x)− P (x))Ψεj,k(x0x)dx
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thus
|dεj,k(f)| ≤ C2jQ
∫
B(0,η)
‖x‖sH
∣∣Ψεj,k(x0x)∣∣ dx+ 2jQ ∫
H\B(x0,η)
|f(x)| ∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣ dx
+ 2jQ
∫
H\B(x0,η)
|P (x−10 x)|
∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣ dx.
We denote the three integrals above by respectively I1, I2 and I3. In the following, we
assume (as in the statement of Theorem 2) that
(24) δ(xj,k, x0) < R
for some constant R ≤ 1 that we will adjust on the way. Observe that R will not depend
on j or k.
The change of variables y = 2j◦(x−1j,kx0x), Ho¨lder’s inequality ‖ab‖sH ≤ Cs(‖a‖sH+‖b‖sH)
and the exponential decay (10) of the mother wavelet yield:
I1 = C
∫
B(2j(x−1j,kx0),2jη)
‖x−10 xj,k(2−j ◦ x)‖sH |Ψε(x)| dx
≤ C
∫
H
Cs
(
δ(x0, xj,k)
s + ‖2−j ◦ x‖sH
)× C0 exp (−‖x‖H/r0) dx
≤ C (δ(x0, xj,k)s + 2−js)
for some other constant C, independent of x0, j and k. The decay property (10) of the
wavelet was used to obtain the second line.
For the second integral, one uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
I2 =
∫
H\B(x0,η)
|f(x)| × 2jQ ∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣ dx ≤ ‖f‖L2(H)
(∫
H\B(x0,η)
22jQ
∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣2 dx
)1/2
.
The weight of the tail of the wavelet depends on how δ(xj,k, x0) compares to η. Let us
assume that R = η/C in (24) with the constant C given by Corollary 7, thus
B(0, 2jη/C) ⊂ B(2j ◦ (x−1j,kx0), 2jη).
Observe that ‖y‖H ≥ 2jη/C implies 1 ≤ 2−j ‖y‖HC/η and
∥∥x−10 xj,k∥∥H ≤ R = η/C ≤
2−j ‖y‖H. Then, the usual change of variable y = 2j ◦ (x−1j,kx) reads∫
H\B(x0,η)
22jQ
∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣2 dx = 2jQ ∫
H\B(2j◦(x−1j,kx0),2jη)
|Ψε(y)|2 dy
≤ 2jQ
∫
{y∈H : ‖y‖H≥2jη/C}
(
C ‖y‖
2jη
)Q+2s
|Ψε(y)|2 dy
≤ C2−2js.
The last inequality uses the decay property (10) of Ψε. Finally, one gets I2 ≤ C2−js.
For I3, the idea is similar except that one has to compensate for P 6∈ L2(H) by adding
an extra weight. For example, one choses an integer N > s such that (1 + ‖x‖H)−NP (x)
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is bounded. Then, as previously, one has:
I3 ≤ 2jQ
∥∥(1 + ‖· ‖H)−NP∥∥L∞(H) × ∫
H\B(x0,η)
(1 + ‖x−10 x‖H)N
∣∣Ψεj,k(x)∣∣ dx
≤ C
∫
‖y‖H≥2jη/C
(
1 + ‖x−10 xj,k‖+ 2−j‖y‖H
)N |Ψε(y)| dy
Hence, using the same arguments as those developed for I2, the estimates boil down to:
I3 ≤ C
∫
‖y‖H≥2jη/C
(
2−j‖y‖H
)N |Ψε(y)| dy ≤ C2−jN ∫
H
‖y‖NH exp
(
−‖y‖H
r0
)
dy
Finally, one gets I3 ≤ C2−jN ≤ C2−js.
Putting together the estimates for I1, I2 and I3, one gets:
|dεj,k(f)| ≤ C
(
2−js + δ(xj,k, x0)s
)
when δ(xj,k, x0) < η/C = R which is equivalent to (14). This concludes the proof of the
first half of Theorem 2.
4.2. Pointwise Ho¨lder estimate derived from wavelets coefficients. Let us move
to the second part of Theorem 2 and prove the converse property. One assumes that f ∈
Cσ(H) for some σ > 0 and that (14) holds for all triplets (ε, j, k) such that δ(xj,k, x0) ≤ R
for some R > 0. Let us fix x such that δ(x, x0) ≤ R and let j0 and j1 be the unique
integers such that
(25) 2−j0−1 ≤ δ(x, x0) < 2−j0 and j1 =
[ s
σ
· j0
]
.
We aim at proving (6) for x close enough to x0 i.e. for j0 large enough.
The wavelet decomposition of f is f =
∑
j∈Z
fj(x), where for every j ∈ Z,
fj(x) =
∑
ε∈{1,...,15}
∑
k∈Z
dεj,k(f)Ψ
ε
j,k(x).
For subsequent use, let us notice immediately that the low frequency term
f [(x) =
0∑
j=−∞
fj(x)
is as regular as the wavelet itself. In particular at least C [s]+2(H).
Assumption (14) reads
(26) |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C(2−js + ‖x−1j,kx0‖sH) ≤ C(2−js + ‖x−1j,kx‖sH + ‖x−1x0‖sH).
For every n ∈ {0, . . . , [s] + 1} and any multi-index α with |α| = n, one has:
(27) ∇αHfj(x) =
∑
ε
∑
k∈Z
dεj,k(f) · (∇αHΨεj,k)(x).
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As Ψεj,k(x) = Ψε(2
j ◦ (x−1j,kx)) and using (10), a computation similar to (23) gives:
(28) |∇αHΨεj,k(x)| ≤ C2j|α| exp
(
−‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx)‖H/r0
)
≤ C2
j|α|
(1 + ‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx)‖H)Q+1+s
·
Next, let us notice that for a constant that does not depends on j ∈ Z or x ∈ H,
(29) ∀γ > 0, ∃C > 0,
∑
k∈Z
‖x−1j,kx‖γH
(1 + ‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx)‖H)Q+1+γ
≤ C2−jγ .
Combining (28), (26) and (29) provides, in a neighborhood of x0:
(30)
|∇αHfj(x)| ≤ C2j|α|
∑
k∈Z
(2−js + ‖x−1j,kx‖sH + ‖x−1x0‖sH)
(1 + ‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx)‖H)Q+1+s
≤ C2j|α| (2−js + ‖x−1x0‖sH) .
In particular |∇αfj(x0)| ≤ C2j(|α|−s) and the series (used subsequently)
∑∞
j=0∇αHfj(x0)
converges absolutely for every α such that |α| ≤ [s].
Let us now introduce the (right)-Taylor polynomial Pj of fj at x0. According to (19),
it can be written
(31) Pj(y) =
∑
|α|=|β|≤[s]
cα,β∇βHfj(x0)yα.
The coefficients cα,β are chosen once and for all for the rest of this computation. Let
also P [(y) stand for the (right)-Taylor polynomial of the low frequency part f [ at x0.
The polynomial P that we are going to use to prove (6) is defined by:
P (y) = P [(y) +
∞∑
j=0
Pj(y).
The previous estimates ensure that P is indeed well defined and of degree at most [s].
One gets the following decomposition:
(32) |f(x)− P (x−10 x)| ≤ |f [(x)− P [(x−10 x)|+
j0∑
j=0
∣∣fj(x)− Pj(x−10 x)∣∣+R1(x) +R2(x)
with two remainders:
R1(x) =
∞∑
j=j0
|fj(x)| and R2(x) =
∞∑
j=j0
∣∣Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ .
The low frequency is instantaneously dealt with by Theorem 9:
(33) |f [(x)− P [(x−10 x)| ≤ C
∥∥x−10 x∥∥[s]+1H .
Let us now focus on the three other terms. One uses the Taylor development of the
wavelet at x0 and the unicity of the Taylor expansion to recover the polynomial Pj . Let
us thus write:
Ψεj,k(x) =
∑
|α|=|β|≤[s]
cα,β∇βHΨεj,k(x0)(x−10 x)α +Rεj,k(x).
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Theorem 9 ensures that, for some constant r1 > 0 and x in the neighborhood of x0:
(34) |Rεj,k(x)| ≤ C
∥∥x−10 x∥∥[s]+1H sup|α|=[s]+1, ‖z‖≤r1 ∣∣∇αHΨεj,k(x0z)∣∣ .
Substitution in the definition of fj reads:
fj(x) =
∑
ε,k
dεj,k(f)
 ∑
|α|=|β|≤[s]
cα,β∇βHΨεj,k(x0)(x−10 x)α +Rεj,k(x)
 .
In the first double sum, by combining (27) and (31), one recognizes Pj(x
−1
0 x) and thus
fj(x)− Pj(x−10 x) =
∑
ε,k
dεj,k(f)R
ε
j,k(x).
Combining (26), (34) and the definition (25) of j0 gives:∣∣fj(x)− Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ ≤∑
ε,k
|dεj,k(f)||Rεj,k(x)|
≤ C2−j0([s]+1)
∑
ε,k
(2−js + 2−j0s + ‖x−1j,kx‖sH) sup|α|=[s]+1
‖z‖≤r1
∣∣∇αHΨεj,k(x0z)∣∣ .
To deal with the summation in k, one uses (28) and (29): for all ε = 1, ..., 2Q − 1,∑
k
sup
‖z‖≤r1
∣∣∇αHΨεj,k(x0z)∣∣ ≤ C∑
k
2j|α|
(1 + ‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx0)‖H)Q+1+s
≤ C2j|α|
and similarly∑
k
‖x−1j,kx‖sH sup‖z‖≤r1
∣∣∇αHΨεj,k(x0z)∣∣ ≤ C∑
k
2j|α|‖x−1j,kx0‖sH
(1 + ‖2j ◦ (x−1j,kx0)‖H)Q+1+s
≤ C2j(|α|−s).
The summation in ε plays no role. Putting it all together, one gets:∣∣fj(x)− Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ ≤ C2−(j0−j)([s]+1) (2−js + 2−j0s) .
Finally, the sum over j ∈ {0, . . . , j0} boils down to:
j0∑
j=0
∣∣fj(x)− Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ ≤ C2−j0([s]+1) j0∑
j=0
2j([s]+1−s) + 2−j0([s]+1+s)
j0∑
j=0
2j([s]+1)
≤ C2−j0s ≤ C ∥∥x−10 x∥∥sH .(35)
The term R1 contains the high-frequency components of the Littlewood-Paley decom-
position of f and is responsible for the logarithmic correction in (6). By (25) and (30),
∀ j ≥ j0, |fj(x)| ≤ C(2−js + ‖x−1x0‖sH) ≤ C(2−js + 2−j0s) ≤ C‖x−1x0‖sH.
Let us split this remainder depending on whether j0 ≤ j < j1 or j ≥ j1
R1(x) ≤
j1∑
j=j0
|fj(x)|+
∞∑
j=j1
|fj(x)|.
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Our choice (25) for j1 and j0 gives j1 ∼ sj0/σ ∼ s/σ · | log ‖x−1x0‖sH|. Hence
j1∑
j=j0
|fj(x)| ≤ j1 · C‖x−1x0‖sH ≤ C‖x−1x0‖sH · | log ‖x−1x0‖sH|.(36)
When j ≥ j1, one uses f ∈ Cσ(H) instead and Theorem 1 which gives |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C2−jσ.
Combined with (10), one deduces that
|fj(x)| ≤
∑
ε
∑
k∈Z
C2−jσe−δ(xj,k,x)/r0 ≤ C2−jσ.
Using (25) one last time yields to the expected conclusion:
(37)
∞∑
j=j1
|fj(x)| ≤ C
∞∑
j=j1
2−jσ ≤ C2−j1σ ≤ C ∥∥x−10 x∥∥sH .
Let us move to R2 which contains the Taylor expansions of the high-frequency com-
ponents of the Littlewood-Paley decomposition of f . Intuitively, it is small because of
the natural spectral separation between polynomials and highly-oscillatory functions.
Using (25) and (30), each term of the sum boils down to:
∣∣Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ ≤ ∑
|α|=|β|≤[s]
|cα,β||∇βHfj(x0)|‖(x−10 x)α‖H ≤ C
[s]∑
n=0
2j(n−s)−j0n
and thus
∞∑
j=j0
∣∣Pj(x−10 x)∣∣ ≤ C [s]∑
n=0
2−j0n
∑
j≥j0
2−j(s−n)
 ≤ C2−j0s ≤ C ∥∥x−10 x∥∥sH .(38)
Substituting (33), (35), (36), (37) and (38) back in the original question (32) proves
that (6) holds in a neighborhood of x0 and concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
4.3. Generic monofractactality of functions in Cs(H). The proof of Theorem 3 is
classical in the Euclidian context [21] and can be adapted quickly to ours.
Let us recall that for any f ∈ Cs(H), Theorem 1 gives a constant C > 0 such that
(39) f =
∑
ε,j,k
dεj,k(f)Ψ
ε
j,k with |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C2−js
and ‖f‖Cs = inf{C > 0 : (39) is satisfied for all ε, j, k} is a Banach norm on Cs(H).
For each integer N , let us define:
(40)
EN =
{
f ∈ Cs(H) : ∀ (ε, j, k), 2js+Ndεj,k(f) ∈ Z∗
}
FN =
{
g ∈ Cs(H) : ∃f ∈ EN , ‖f − g‖Cs(H) < 2−N−2
}
.
Lemma 11. For every N ≥ 1, all functions in FN are monofractal of exponent s:
∀g ∈ FN , ∀x ∈ H, hg(x) = s.
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Proof . This simply follows from the fact that, given f ∈ EN , all the wavelet coefficients
of f satisfy
2−N−js ≤ |dεj,k(f)| ≤ ‖f‖Cs2−js.
Thus for any function g ∈ FN and its associated f ∈ EN :
2−N−js − 2−N−2−js ≤ |dεj,k(g)| ≤ ‖f‖Cs2−js + 2−N−2−js
i.e.
2−N−1−js ≤ |dεj,k(g)| ≤
(‖f‖Cs + 2−N−2) 2−js.
In particular, g ∈ Cs(x) for any x ∈ H and there is no x0 ∈ H and s′ > s such that
g ∈ Cs′(x0). Indeed, (14) with s′ > s is not compatible when j tends to infinity with
the left hand-side of the above inequality.
Lemma 12. The set R = ⋃N≥1 FN is a dense open set in Cs(H) containing only
monofractal functions with exponent s.
Proof . The preceding lemma ensures that R is composed of monofractal functions.
According to (40), FN is an open set and thus, so is R. Let us check the density. Given
f ∈ Cs(H) and η > 0, let us choose N ∈ N so that 2−N < η. Let us define the “non-zero
integer part” function
E∗(x) =
{
1 if 0 ≤ x < 2,
[x] else.
Obviously E∗ : R→ Z∗ and |x− E∗(x)| ≤ 1. Let us finally define a function g ∈ FN by
its wavelets coefficients:
dεj,k(g) = 2
−js−NE∗
(
2js+Ndεj,k(f)
)
.
By construction,
2js
∣∣dεj,k(f)− dεj,k(g)∣∣ = 2−N |2js+Ndεj,k(f)− E∗ (2js+Ndεj,k(f)) | ≤ 2−N < η
thus ‖f − g‖Cs < η. This proves the density of R in Cs(H).
5. Upper bound for the multifractal spectrum in a Besov space
The classical Sobolev embedding Bsp,q(H) ↪→ Cs−Q/p(H) can be retrieved easily using
wavelets. Indeed, the definition (22) reads∥∥∥2j(s−Q/p)dεj,k(f)∥∥∥
`p(k)
∈ `q(j)
and implies the existence of a constant C0 > 0 such that for every triplet (ε, j, k):
(41) |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C02−j(s−Q/p).
Thus (13) holds and Theorem 1 ensures that f ∈ Cs−Q/p(H). In particular, (14) is
satisfied around any point x0 ∈ H. and thus by Theorem 2, one has
∀x ∈ H, hf (x) ≥ s−Q/p.
It is worth mentioning that the index q of the Besov space Bsp,q(H) does not play any
role in the Sobolev embedding and neither does it in the multifractal analysis of f .
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Let us now establish Theorem 4, i.e. that for any h ≥ s−Q/p, the iso-Ho¨lder set of
regularity h is of Hausdorff dimension
df (h) ≤ min (Q , p (h− s+Q/p)) .
The inequality is obvious as soon as h ≥ s, since the upper bound reduces to Q which
is the Hausdorff dimension of H itself. Thus one can now assume that
(42) s−Q/p ≤ h < s.
and in particular, that 1 ≤ p < +∞.
By Theorem 2, heuristically, the wavelet coefficients that might give rise to an expo-
nent hf (x0) ≤ h for some x0 ∈ H satisfy |dεj,k| ≥ 2−jh. Hence we focus on
Nf (j, h) =
{
k ∈ Z : ∃ ε ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2Q − 1}, |dεj,k(f)| ≥ C02−jh
}
.
We focus on the set Nf (j, h) obtained by taking the constant C0 to be the one from the
Sobolev embedding (41). This choice is made for technical reasons that will be clear
later on (see equation (45)).
Lemma 13. There exists C > 0 such that for every j ≥ 1, for every h′ ∈ (s−Q/p, s],
#Nf (j, h
′) ≤ C2jp(h′−s+Q/p).
Proof . Obviously from (22), Bsp,q(H) ⊂ Bsp,∞(H) and thus there is a constant C > 0
such that for any j ∈ Z, one has ∑k∈Z 2j(ps−Q)|dεj,k(f)|p ≤ C. Hence,
C2−j(ps−Q) ≥
∑
ε
∑
k∈Z
|dεj,k(f)|p ≥
∑
k∈Nf (j,h′)
∑
ε
∣∣dεj,k(f)∣∣p ≥ Cp0 × (#Nf (j, h′))× 2−jph′ ,
which yields the result. Observe that it also holds when h′ ≥ s but it is useless for our
purpose.
Lemma 14. The set
E≤f (h) = {x ∈ H : hf (x) ≤ h}.
has the following property:
(43) dimH E
≤
f (h) ≤ p (h− s+Q/p) .
Estimate (43) is stronger than (15) since Ef (h) ⊂ E≤f (h) =
⋃
h′≤hEf (h
′). In particu-
lar, dimH Ef (h) ≤ dimH E≤f (h) and Theorem 4 follows immediately.
Proof . The definition (7) of hf as a supremum implies that
E≤f (h) =
{
x ∈ H : ∀ h′ > h, f 6∈ Ch′(x)
}
.
Joint with Theorem 2, this observation provides:
(44) E≤f (h) =
{
x ∈ H : ∀ h′ > h, sup
ε,j,k
[
2−j + δ(x, xj,k)
]−h′ |dεj,k(f)| = +∞
}
.
Note that as soon as f ∈ L2(H), one has |dεj,k| ≤ C2jQ/2 and thus the only real constraint
contained in (44) concerns the regime j → +∞ and h′ ∈ [h, αh] for an arbitrary α > 1.
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We fix α > 1, and let T be a large integer. As said above, the only interesting wavelet
coefficients are those satisfying |dεj,k| ≥ C02−jh
′
(it is not enough to consider only those
greater than C02
−jh). One splits [s−Q/p, αh] into intervals of length
η = (αh− s+Q/p) /T,
namely the intervals Im = [hm−1, hm] for m ∈ {1, ..., T} and hm = s −Q/p + mη. One
choses T large enough so that h0 − η = s−Q/p− η > 0. The next idea is that if x ∈ H
is far from the dyadic set (xj,k)j∈Z,k∈Z and simultaneously the wavelet coefficient |dεj,k|
is too small, then it cannot contribute to (44). More precisely, if
(45) |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C0 2−jhα or ∃ m ∈ {0, . . . , n1 − 1},
{
|dεj,k(f)| ≤ C02−jhm
δ(x, xj,k) ≥ 2−j(hm−η)/αh
with the same constant C0 > 0 as in the Sobolev embedding (41), then[
2−j + δ(x, xj,k)
]−h′ |dεj,k(f)| ≤
{
C0 2
−j(αh−h′) in the first case,
C0 2
j(hm−η)(h′/αh)2−jhm in the others.
In the range of 1 < h′/h ≤ α and for large j, one infers in both cases that:[
2−j + δ(x, xj,k)
]−h′ |dεj,k(f)| ≤ C0.
Therefore, if (45) holds for any family (εn, jn, kn) with jn → +∞, then x /∈ E≤f (h).
By contraposition, for any x ∈ E≤f (h), there exists a family (εn, jn, kn) with jn → +∞
contradicting (45). By the Sobolev embedding (41), each wavelet coefficient is bounded
above by C02
−jh0 . Hence, for each n, there exists necessarily m ∈ {1, . . . , T} such that
C02
−jnhm < |dεnjn,kn(f)| ≤ C02−jnhm−1 and x ∈ B(xjn,kn , 2−jn(hm−1−η)/αh).
The previous statement can be expressed more easily in term of lim-sup sets:
(46) E
≤
f (h) ⊂
T⋃
m=1
Sm,η, with Sm,η =
⋂
J≥1
⋃
j≥J, k∈Nf (j,hm)
B(xj,k, 2−j(hm−2η)/αh).
Let us now establish an upper bound for the Hausdorff dimension of each set Sm,η.
Given ξ > 0, one chooses an integer Jξ so large that 2γ1 × 2−Jξ(s−Q/p−η)/αh ≤ ξ (with
the constant γ1 from (17)). A covering of Sm,η by balls of diameter less than ξ is thus
provided by:
Sm,η ⊂
⋃
j≥Jξ, k∈Nf (j,hm)
B(xj,k, 2−j(hm−2η)/αh).
For any d ≥ 0, the Hdξ -premeasure of Sm,η can then be estimated easily:
Hdξ(Sm,η) ≤
∑
j≥Jξ
∑
k∈Nf (j,hm)
(
C2−j(hm−2η)/αh
)d
.
Using Lemma 13 to estimate #Nf (j, hm) ≤ C2jp(hm−s+Q/p) gives:
Hdξ(Sm,η) ≤ C
∑
j≥Jξ
2j[p(hm−s+Q/p)−d(hm−2η)/αh].
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This series converges when
(47) d >
αph
hm − 2η (hm − s+Q/p)
and in that case
Hdξ(Sm,η) ≤ C2−Jξ[d(hm−2η)/αh−p(hm−s+Q/p)].
As ξ tends to zero, the d-Hausdorff measure of Sm,η is 0, which in turn implies that
dimH (Sm,η) ≤ d. Finally, optimizing for any d that satisfies (47) provides
dimH (Sm,η) ≤ αph
hm − 2η (hm − s+Q/p) = αph
(
1− s−Q/p− 2η
hm − 2η
)
.
Looking back at (46) one deduces that
dimH E
≤
f (h) ≤ maxm=1,...,T αph
(
1− s−Q/p− 2η
hm − 2η
)
≤ αph
(
1− s−Q/p− 2η
αh− 2η
)
.
The limit η → 0 provides
dimH E
≤
f (h) ≤ αph
(
1− s−Q/p
αh
)
= p (αh− s+Q/p) .
Finally, letting α→ 1 gives (43) and Theorem 4.
6. Almost all functions in Bsp,q(H) are multifractal
To prove Theorem 5, one will explicitly construct a Gδ set of functions in B
s
p,q(H)
that satisfies (16). The proof is adapted from the one of [21], modifications are due to
the metric on H. We first construct a subset R0 of Bsp,q(H) whose restriction to [0, 1]3
is generic in Bsp,q([0, 1]
3) and satisfies (16). Next, we define:
∀k ∈ Z, Rk = {f(k−1x) : f ∈ R0}.
Finally, the intersection R =
⋂
k∈Z
Rk is generic in Bsp,q(H) because it is a countable
intersection of Gδ sets and thus still a Gδ set. By construction, it will still satisfy (16).
The actual proof of Theorem 5 is contained in §6.3. To build up for it, one needs to
recall a few classical definitions and results on dyadic approximation in §6.1. One then
constructs a single function that satisfies (16) in §6.2, which is the starting point for
growing the set R0 in §6.3.
6.1. Dyadic approximation in H. For any j ∈ N, one considers the subset of indices
(48) L0(j) =
{
k ∈ Z : xj,k = 2−j ◦ k ∈ [0, 1)3
}
.
For later use, let us observe immediately that
(49) #(L0(j)) = 2
Qj .
Definition 6. A dyadic point xJ,K is called irreducible if K = (Kp,Kq,Kr) and at least
one of the three fractions 2−JKp, 2−JKq or 2−2JKr is irreducible. A point xJ,K is called
the irreducible version of xj,k if xJ,K is irreducible and xj,k = xJ,K .
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Figure 4. Left : section of the unit ball centered at the origin (red)
and the balls of radius 1 centered at (k1, k2, 0) with k
2
1 + k
2
2 = 1 (green)
or k21 + k
2
2 = 2 (blue). Right : another section of the same balls (same
colors) and the balls centered in (k1, k2, 2) (orange).
One can check immediately that for a given couple (j, k) the corresponding irreducible
couple (J,K) is unique. Note that one may have (j, k) = (J,K) but that one always has
J ≤ j. Conversely, given an irreducible xJ,K and j ≥ J , there exists a unique k ∈ Z
such that xj,k = xJ,K , namely k = 2
j−J ◦K.
Given an integer J ∈ N, the number of irreducible elements xJ,K ∈ [0, 1)3 is:
(50) # {K ∈ L0(J) : xJ,K irreducible} = (2Q − 1)× 2Q(J−1).
Indeed, K = (K1,K2,K3) provides a non irreducible xJ,K ∈ [0, 1)3 if and only if 0 ≤
K1,K2 < 2
J , 0 ≤ K3 < 22J and
K1 ≡ 0 [mod 2] and K2 ≡ 0 [mod 2] and K3 ≡ 0 [mod 4].
The complementary set in L0(J) is thus of cardinal 2J−1 × 2J−1 × 22J−2 = 2Q(J−1)
and (50) follows from (49).
Recall that B(x, r) = {y ∈ H : ‖x−1y‖H < r} denotes the open gauge ball of radius r.
For fixed j ∈ Z, the dyadic elements {xj,k : k ∈ Z} are well-distributed in H, in the
sense that the open balls {B(xj,k, 2−j) : k ∈ Z} do not intersect too much. One can
check easily the following lemma (see Figure 4).
Lemma 15. For a given j ∈ N and k ∈ Z, the only parameters k′ ∈ Z such that
B(xj,kk′ , 2−j) ∩ B(xj,k, 2−j) 6= ∅ are the 43 cubes defined by k′ = (k′1, k′2, k′3), with{
k′1 = k′2 = 0
|k′3| ≤ 1
or
{
1 ≤ k′12 + k′22 ≤ 2
|k′3| ≤ 2.
.
Proof . By scale invariance of the pseudo-norm ‖·‖H, it is sufficient to investigate j = 0
and k = (0, 0, 0). Then a counting argument applies.
Observe that if r20 =
√
3
2 < 1, then the cylinder Γ0 =
{
(p, q, r) ∈ H : p2 + q2 < r20
}
is
included in
⋃
k3∈Z B((0, 0, k3), 1). Since for any k = (k1, k2, k3) ∈ Z, the left translation
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of Γ0 is another vertical cylinder, one can choose a constant C > 0 such that for each
j ∈ N, the family of balls
{B(xj,k, C2−j) : k ∈ Z}
covers the whole space H and that for any strictly increasing sequence (jm)m≥1 ∈ NN∗ :
(51) [0, 1)3 = lim sup
m→+∞
⋃
k∈L0(jm)
B(xjm,k, C2−jm).
Since each point x ∈ [0, 1)3 belongs to an infinite number of balls B(xjm,k, C2−jm),
one can wonder of the exact proximity of x to the dyadic elements of H.
Definition 7. Let J = (jm)m≥1 be a strictly increasing sequence of integers. For ξ > 0,
an element x ∈ H is said to be ξ-approximable with respect to J when the inequality
(52) δ(x, xjm,k) ≤ C2−jmξ
holds true for an infinite number of couples (m, k) and the same constant C that appears
in (51). For a given ξ > 0, one defines also:
Sξ(J ) = {x ∈ [0, 1)3 : x is ξ-approximable with respect to J }.
The dyadic approximation rate of x with respect to J is the real number:
ξx(J ) = sup{ξ > 0 : x is ξ-approximable with respect to J }.
Finally, the iso-approximable set of rate ξ is:
S˜ξ(J ) = {x ∈ [0, 1)3 : ξx(J ) = ξ}.
When J = N one simply writes Sξ, S˜ξ and ξx and in that case it is sufficient to restrict
oneself in (52) to irreducible dyadic elements xj,k. Let us observe that, because of (51):
∀x ∈ H, ξx(J ) ≥ 1.
The size of the sets Sξ(J ) and S˜ξ(J ) in terms of Hausdorff dimension and measures
can be described thanks to the so-called mass transference principle by V. Beresnevich,
D. Dickinson and S. Velani [6].
Proposition 16. For every strictly increasing sequence of integers J = (jm)m≥1 and
every ξ ≥ 1, one has:
(53) dimH S˜ξ(J ) = dimH Sξ(J ) = Q/ξ.
Proof . It is quite easy to obtain that for every ξ ≥ 1,
(54) dimH Sξ(J ) ≤ Q/ξ and dimH S˜ξ(J ) ≤ Q/ξ
Indeed, by definition, one has:
Sξ(J ) ⊂
⋂
n≥1
⋃
j≥n, k∈L0(j)
B(xj,k, 2−jξ).
For d > Q/ξ and an arbitrary η > 0, one choses n large enough such that 2−nξ < η. The
previous inclusion provides a covering of Sξ(J ) by balls of radius smaller than η, thus:
Hdη(Sξ(J )) ≤ C
∑
j≥n
2jQ(2−jξ)d ≤ C2n(Q−dξ) −→
n→+∞ 0,
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which proves the first half. The second half follows by noticing that, as Sξ′(J ) is a
decreasing family (for inclusion) when ξ′ increases:
S˜ξ(J ) ⊂
⋂
ξ′<ξ
Sξ′(J ).
The converse inequality to (54) is very difficult, but is contained in [6]. Their main
theorem (stated as Theorem 17 below) holds at a great level of generality. It holds in
particular on the Heisenberg group since H endowed with the metric (1) and the Haar
measure ` = dp dq dr satisfies the following conditions :
(H1) ` is translation-invariant,
(H2) ` has a scaling behavior i.e. there exists a constant C > 1 such that:
∀x ∈ H, ∀r > 0, C−1rQ ≤ `(B(x, r)) ≤ CrQ
and in particular ` is doubling i.e.:
∀x ∈ H, ∀r > 0, `(B(x, 2r)) ≤ C`(B(x, r)).
(H3) The dyadic set {xj,k : j ∈ J , k ∈ Z} is discrete.
Joint with the covering property (51), the main result of [6], called mass transference
principle, implies the following:
Theorem 17 ([6], Theorem 2, p. 15). For every strictly increasing sequence of integers
J = (jm)m≥1 and every ξ ≥ 1, one has:
(55) HQ/ξ(Sξ(J )) = +∞ and HQ/ξ(S˜ξ(J )) = +∞.
The statement (55) implies that both the Hausdorff dimension of Sξ(J ) and of S˜ξ(J )
are greater or equal to Q/ξ. Combined with (54), this proves (53).
6.2. Example of a function with the maximal possible spectrum. Recall that
for xj,k ∈ [0, 1)3, we denote by xJ,K its irreducible version.
Proposition 18. Let β = 1/p + 2/q and F be the function whose wavelet coefficients
are
(56) F εj,k := d
ε
j,k(F ) =

2−j(s−Q/p)−JQ/p
jβ
if xj,k ∈ [0, 1)3
0 otherwise.
The function F belongs to Bsp,q(H) and it satisfies (16).
Observe that, by construction, F is essentially supported in C0 = [0, 1]
3. Outside C0,
F is as smooth as the mother wavelet and decays rapidly at infinity.
Proof . Let us fix a generation j ≥ 1 and consider the sequence aj =
∥∥2j(s−Q/p)F εj,k∥∥`p(k).
For a given integer j, one has
2−j(ps−Q)apj =
∑
k∈L0(j)
∑
1≤ε<2Q
|F εj,k|p = (2Q − 1)
∑
k∈L0(j)
|F 1j,k|p
≤ (2Q − 1)
j∑
J=0
2−j(ps−Q)−QJ
jpβ
#{K : xJ,K ∈ L0(J) is irreducible}.(57)
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Consequently, using (50):
(58) aj ≤ (2
Q − 1)1/p
jβ
(
1 + (2Q − 1)
j∑
J=1
2Q(J−1)2−QJ
)1/p ≤ (2Q − 1)2/p
jβ
(1 + j2−Q)1/p.
Finally, the choice of β in our statement provides aj ≤ (2Q − 1)2/p/j2/q ; thus the
sequence (aj)j≥1 belongs to `q and F ∈ Bsp,q(H).
In order to compute the multifractal spectrum of F one uses the following lemma.
Lemma 19. For each x ∈ [0, 1]3, hF (x) = s− Q
p
+
Q
pξx
.
Here ξx = ξx(N) is the approximation rate of x by all the dyadic elements. Assume
for a while that Lemma 19 holds true ; let us explain how to conclude from there. Since
ξx ∈ [1,+∞] for each x one first observes that hF (x) belongs necessarily to the interval
[s−Q/p, s]. If h ∈ (s−Q/p, s], one can observe further that
EF (h) = {x ∈ [0, 1]3 : hf (x) = h} =
{
x ∈ [0, 1]3 : ξx = Q
ph− ps+Q
}
.
Applying (53), one deduces that
dF (h) = dimH EF (h) = dimH S˜ Q
ph−ps+Q
=
Q
Q
ph−ps+Q
= ph− ps+Q
which is the expected result. If h = s − Q/p, the dimension cannot exceed 0 by the
general upper bound given by Theorem 4. The dimension is exactly 0 because one can
find x ∈ H such that ξx = +∞. Such points x are analogues in H of Liouville numbers
in R, which are the irrational real numbers that are the “closest” to the rationals [20].
Proof of Lemma 19. Consider x ∈ [0, 1)3 with 1 ≤ ξx < +∞. By definition, for
every ε > 0, one has the following properties:
(i) There exists Jx > 0 such that for every j ≥ Jx, for every k,
δ(x, xj,k) ≥ 2−j(ξx+ε).
(ii) There exists a strictly increasing sequence of integers (jn)n≥1 and a sequence
(kn)n≥1 ∈ ZN such that 2−jn ◦ kn is irreducible and
δ(x, xjn,kn) ≤ 2−jn(ξx−ε).
When ξx = 1 one may take ε = 0 in the last inequality.
To get the lower bound for the Ho¨lder exponent, consider dyadic elements xj,k such
that their associated irreducible element xJ,K satisfy J ≥ Jx. By item (i), one necessarily
has δ(x, xj,k) = δ(x, xJ,K) ≥ 2−J(ξx+ε). By using that 2−j and δ(x, xj,k) are bounded by
above by their sum 2−j + δ(x, xj,k), we get that
F εj,k =
1
jβ
2−j(s−Q/p)−JQ/p ≤ (2−j + δ(x, xj,k))s−Q/p(δ(x, xj,k)
1
ξx+ε )Q/p
≤ (2−j + δ(x, xj,k))s−Q/p+
Q
p(ξx+ε) .
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This is equivalent to (14), hence hF (x) ≥ s− Qp + Qp(ξx+ε) . Letting ε tend to zero yields
the lower bound in Lemma 19.
Let us bound by above the Ho¨lder exponent of F at x, by using item (ii). Assume
that 1 < ξx < +∞ and fix ε > 0 such that ξx − ε > 1. For any integer n ≥ 1, let
j˜n = [jn(ξx − ε)]. Consider the unique dyadic element xj˜n,k˜n such that xj˜n,k˜n = xjn,kn .
Using that 2−jn ◦ kn is irreducible, one sees that
F ε
j˜n,k˜n
=
1
(j˜n)β
2−j˜n(s−Q/p)−jnQ/p ≥ 1
(ξx − ε)βjβn
2
−jn(ξx−ε)
(
s−Q
p
+ Q
p(ξx−ε)
)
.
Hence, since log(jn(ξx − ε)) is negligible with respect to jn when n→ +∞, one has
F ε
j˜n,k˜n
≥ 2−jn(ξx−ε)(s−
Q
p
+ Q
p(ξx−ε)+ε) ≥ d(x, xjn,kn)s−
Q
p
+ Q
p(ξx−ε)+ε = d(x, x
j˜n,k˜n
)
s−Q
p
+ Q
p(ξx−ε)+ε.
This proves that hF (x) ≤ s − Qp + Qp(ξx−ε) + ε, for every ε > 0. Letting ε tend to zero
yields the upper bound in Lemma 19. The cases ξx = 1 and ξx = +∞ are dealt with
similarly.
6.3. The residual set in Bsp,q(H). Let us define the wavelet version of local spaces.
Recall that the set of indices L0(j) was defined in (48).
Definition 8. The space Bsp,q([0, 1)
3) is the closed subspace of Bsp,q(H) defined by
k /∈ L0(j) =⇒ dεj,k(f) = 0.
It is equipped with norm ‖f‖Bsp,q(H) = ‖f‖∞ + ‖(aj)j≥1‖lq , where aj are the Besov coef-
ficients of f given by (22).
Since Bsp,q([0, 1)
3) is separable, one can consider a countable sequence (fn)n≥1 dense
in Bsp,q([0, 1)
3). Let us consider the sequence (gn)n≥1 built as follows.
Definition 9. For every n ≥ 1, the wavelet coefficients of gn up to the generation
j = n − 1 are those of fn ; for j ≥ n, the wavelet coefficients of generation j of gn are
those of the function F , which are prescribed by equation (56).
Since ‖fn−gn‖Bsp,q(H) tends to zero when n→ +∞, (gn)n≥1 is also dense inBsp,q([0, 1)3).
Definition 10. Let rn = n
−β2−nQ/p/2 with β given by (56). One defines the set R˜
R˜ =
⋂
N≥1
⋃
n≥N
B(gn, rn)
where B(g, r) = {f ∈ Bsp,q([0, 1)3) : ‖f − g‖Bsp,q(H) < r}.
The set R˜ is an intersection of dense open set, hence a residual set in Bsp,q([0, 1)3).
The choice for the radius rn is small enough to ensure that any function f in B(gn, rn)
has its wavelet coefficients at generation n close to those of gn (and thus to those of F ).
Lemma 20. If f ∈ B(gn, rn), then |dεn,k(f)− dεn,k(gn)| ≥ |dεn,k(gn)|/2·
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Proof . By definition, one has dεn,k(gn) = F
ε
n,k, ∀ k. Hence, by definition of the Besov
norm and the inclusion `q ⊂ `∞:(∑
k
2pn(s−Q/p)|dεn,k(f)− F εn,k|p
)1/p
< rn.
In particular, for any ε and k,
|dεn,k(f)− F εn,k| ≤ rn2−n(s−Q/p) ≤= 2−nsn−β/2.
The inequality J ≤ j in (56) reads |F εj,k| ≥ 2−js/jβ· Combining both inequalities ensures
the result.
Lemma 21. If f ∈ R˜, then its multifractal spectrum df satisfies (16).
Proof . Given a function f ∈ R˜, there exists a strictly increasing sequence (nm)m≥1
of integers such that f ∈ B(gnm , rnm). Lemma 20 provides a precise estimate of the
wavelet coefficients of f , namely for any m ≥ 1:
1
2
F εnm,k ≤ |dεnm,k(f)| ≤
3
2
F εnm,k.
The same proof as the one developed for Lemma 19 ensures that for any x ∈ [0, 1)3:
s−Q/p ≤ hf (x) ≤ s−Q/p+Q/(pξx(J )) ≤ s,
where ξx(J ) is the approximation rate by the family J = (nm)m≥1.
Given h ∈ [s−Q/p, s] and the unique ξ such that h = s−Q/p+Q/(pξ), one introduces
the set (see Definition 7 and Lemma 14):
E = Sξ(J ) \
+∞⋃
i=1
E≤f (h− 1/i) .
By (43) one knows that dimH E
≤
f (h
′) ≤ p(h′ − s − Q/p) for any h′ < h. In particular,
for every i ≥ 1, one has:
dimH E
≤
f (h− 1/i) ≤ p (h− 1/i− s−Q/p) < p (h− s−Q/p) = Q/ξ·
But according to (55), one has HQ/ξ(Sξ(J )) = +∞, thus HQ/ξ(E) = +∞ and
dimH E ≥ Q/ξ·
Next, one observes that E ⊂ Ef (h), since every x ∈ Sξ(J ) satisfies hf (x) ≤ h and, by
definition, E does not contains those elements x which have a local exponent strictly
smaller than h. One can thus finally infer that:
dimH Ef (h) ≥ dimH E ≥ Q/ξ = p (h− s−Q/p) .
The converse inequality is provided by Theorem 4 because f ∈ Bsp,q([0, 1)3). Conse-
quently, the identity (16) is satisfied.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 5, let us go back to the initial remarks of §6. The
subset R0 of Bsp,q(H) whose (wavelet) restriction to [0, 1)3 satisfies (16) and is generic in
Bsp,q([0, 1)
3) is simply
R0 = pi−1(R˜)
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where pi : Bsp,q(H) → Bsp,q([0, 1)3) is the projection defined in wavelet coefficients by
dεj,k(pi(f)) = dj,k(f) · 1L0(j)(k), 1A(x) being equal to 1 if x ∈ A, 0 otherwise.
7. Generalization to stratified nilpotent groups
A Carnot group G is a connected, simply connected and nilpotent Lie group whose
Lie algebra g admits a stratification, i.e. for some integer NG ≥ 1,
g =
NG⊕
k=1
nk where [n1, nk] = nk+1
with nNG 6= {0} but nNG+1 = {0}. Let us denote the dimensions qk = dim nk,
(59) d =
NG∑
k=1
qk and QG =
NG∑
k=1
kqk.
Given a basis (Xi)i=1,...,d of g adapted to the stratification, each index i ∈ {1, . . . , d} can
be associated to a unique σi = j ∈ {1, . . . , NG} such that Xi ∈ nj .
Similarly to (18), the horizontal derivatives are the derivatives of the first layer:
∇Gf = (X1f, . . . ,Xq1f).
The stratification hypothesis ensures that each derivative Xif can be expressed as at
most σi − 1 commutators of horizontal derivatives.
A Carnot group is naturally endowed with a family of algebra homomorphisms called
dilations {Dλ}λ>0 that are defined by:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, Dλ(Xi) = λσiXi.
The exponential map exp : g → G is a global analytic diffeomorphism and one can
identify G and g equipped with the (non commutative if N ≥ 2) law:
X ∗ Y = exp−1(exp(X) · exp(Y )).
Finally, as it was the case for H, one can identify g to Rd through the basis (Xi)i=1,...,d.
The gauge distance is then defined by
δ(x, y) =
∥∥x−1 ∗ y∥∥
G
, where ‖x‖G =
( d∑
i=1
|xi|2σ/σi
)1/2σ
and σ = lcm{σ1, . . . , σd}. This distance is left-invariant and homogeneous of degree 1
with respect to the dilations. The triangular inequality stated in Proposition 17 and
Corollary 7 still hold.
With those identifications, the Haar measure `G on G coincides with the Lebesgue
measure on Rd and the volume of the ball B(x, r) is rQG VolB(0, 1), where QG ≥ d is
defined by (59). Hausdorff measures can be defined in a similar fashion to H, and the
Hausdorff dimension of G is QG. We refer to [27] for further references.
One can wonder whether the results of multifractal analysis obtained in the present
paper still hold in any Carnot group. We claim that the answer is positive. Let us list
the modifications that are necessary to deal with a Carnot group G.
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7.1. Families of wavelets. Wavelets have been constructed by Lemarie´ [24] on any
Carnot group, but these wavelets have the inconvenient that the number of mother
wavelets to be used Ψε may be infinite, and that the discrete lattice Z = Zd may not be
a subgroup any more (which complicates the notion of decomposition of a function on
the wavelet basis, and the analysis of wavelet coefficients as well).
One is naturally led to the wavelet construction proposed by Fu¨hr and Mayeli in [17].
Let us recall the part of their results adapted to our context.
Definition 11. Let G be a Carnot group. A discrete subset Γ ⊂ G is a regular sampling
set if there exists a relatively compact Borel set W ⊂ G, neighborhood of the identity,
satisfying
(60) G =
⋃
γ∈Γ
γW
where the equality holds up to a set of `G-measure 0, and such that there is almost no
covering in this union, i.e. for all α 6= γ ∈ Γ, `G(αW ∩ γW ) = 0.
The role of the lattice Z in H is now played by Γ in G.
Definition 12. For every function Ψ, every j ∈ Z and every γ ∈ Γ, we set
Ψj,γ(x) = Ψ(γ
−1 ∗D2jx) = Ψ(D2j (x−1j,γ ∗ x))
with xj,γ = D2−jγ. For every function f ∈ Bsp,q(G), the wavelet coefficients of f are
(61) dj,γ(f) = 2
jQG
∫
G
f(x)Ψj,γ(x)dx.
Existence of admissible wavelets (i.e. such that any smooth enough function can be
reconstructed from its wavelet coefficients) belonging to the Schwartz class on G and
having vanishing moments of arbitrary order is proved for instance in Theorem 4.2
in [17].
In particular, when adaptating our proofs to general Carnot groups, one chooses ψ
such that the estimates of the tail of the wavelets (10) and the vanishing moments (11)
remain unchanged.
7.2. Taylor polynomials. Taylor polynomials and estimates of the error term in a Tay-
lor expansion (Theorem 9) hold on stratified groups (see [16]). For general homogeneous
groups, a weaker estimate is given in [16] and explicit Taylor formulas with various re-
mainder terms can also be found in [8]. In particular, formula (19) above remains valid
to compute the (right) Taylor polynomial of order N ≥ 1 at x0 ∈ G on any Carnot
group G :
Px0(y) =
∑
|α|=|β|≤N
cα,β∇βGf(x0)yα.
The formula only involves “horizontal” derivatives through ∇Gf = (X1f, . . . ,Xq1f) but
contains homogeneous monomials yα11 . . . y
αd
d of all the coordinates. Homogenity of a
multi-index is defined by the proper weights |α| = ∑di=1 σiαi.
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7.3. Hausdorff dimension. Throughout the generalization, one substitutes the new
value of the homogeneous dimension QG. The numerical value of the constants related
to the numeration of neighboring cubes or balls will also have to be modified. Apart
from this, definitions and methods are the same.
7.4. Relations with Besov spaces. A characterization of Besov spaces in G in terms
of (discrete) wavelet coefficients is similar to the one we used, except that the regular
sample is not Z = Z3 any more, but rather the regular sampling Γ. This is a consequence
of Theorems 5.4, 6.1 and 6.7 of [17], which can be restated in the following form which
suits our context.
Theorem 22 ([17]). There exists an admissible wavelet Ψ belonging to the Schwartz
class of G and having infinitely many vanishing moments, and a regular sampling set Γ,
such that
(62) f ∈ Bsp,q(G) ⇒
∑
j∈Z
2j(ps−QG)
∑
γ∈Γ
|dj,γ(f)|p
q/p < +∞.
Reciprocally, if a sequence of coefficients (cj,γ)j∈Z,γ∈Γ satisfies
(63)
∑
j∈Z
2j(ps−QG)
∑
γ∈Γ
|cj,γ |p
q/p < +∞,
then the function
f =
∑
j∈Z
∑
γ∈Γ
cj,γΨj,γ
belongs to Bsp,q(G), and the norm ‖f‖Bsp,q(G) is equivalent to the sum (63).
Finally, there exists another admissible wavelet Ψ˜ in the Schwartz class of G, called
dual to Ψ, (depending on the Besov space Bsp,q(G)) such that any function f ∈ Bsp,q(G)
can be decomposed as
(64) f =
∑
j∈Z
∑
γ∈Γ
d˜j,γ(f)Ψj,γ with d˜j,γ(f) = 2
jQ
∫
H
f(x)Ψ˜j,γ(x)dx.
The presence of the pair of bi-orthogonal wavelets (Ψ, Ψ˜) implies that the coefficients
involved in equation (62) can either be dj,γ(f) or d˜j,γ(f). Since Ψ and Ψ˜ enjoy exactly
the same regularity properties, we replace the notation d˜j,γ(f) in (64) by dj,γ(f), by a
slight abuse of notations.
In particular, all the methods we developed can easily be adapted using the wavelet
coefficients dj,γ(f) for all j ≥ 1 and γ ∈ Γ instead of the family dj,k(f), j ≥ 1 and k ∈ Z.
Let us now quickly review the adaptations of each proof.
7.5. Results about Ho¨lder regularity.
Theorem 23. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 remain valid on any Carnot group.
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Proof of Theorem 1. In section 3.1, the only modification consists in naming ϑ a solution
of LMϑ = ψ for some arbitrarily large integer M and where L = −(X21 + . . . + X2q1)
denotes the hypoelliptic Laplace operator on G. Thanks to [17], one can choose ψ
properly to ensure that ϑ has at least one vanishing moment and fast decay at infinity,
which is all that is required for the proof to work. When [s] is odd, the last integration
by part with respect to (X,Y ) is obviously replaced by and integration by part against
each (X1, . . . , Xq1) and produces q1 terms, all dealt with in a similar way. Section 3.2
remains exactly unchanged.
Proof of Theorem 2. Section 4.1 also remains unchanged because, as noticed above,
Corollary 7 is still valid on G. The conclusive statement (14) should obviously read:
δ(xj,γ , x0) < R =⇒ |dj,γ(f)| ≤ C2−js
(
1 + 2jδ(xj,γ , x0)
)s
In section 4.2, the reconstruction of f from its wavelet coefficients to be used is (64),
and rewrites
f(x) = f [(x) +
∞∑
j=1
∑
γ∈Γ
dj,γ(f)Ψj,γ(x),
with f [(x) being a smooth function.
The polynomial P suitable for the pointwise Ho¨lder estimate is P = P [ +
∑∞
j=1 Pj
where Pj is the Taylor expansion of
∑
γ∈Γ dj,γ(f)Ψj,γ . As noticed above, the Taylor
expansion formula (19) remains valid on G so the rest of the section is unchanged.
Proof of Theorem 3. Section 4.3 is an abstract game of seeking wavelets coefficients of
the proper order and rounding them up to the closest dyadic integer. It only connects
to the ambient space through the application of Theorems 1 and 2 that we now know to
hold true on G. The sole modification is the notation dj,γ(f) instead of d
ε
j,k(f).
7.6. Results about Besov spaces and diophantine approximation in G. One
powerful property of the mass transference principle by Beresnevich, Dickinson and
Velani [6] and similar results in heterogeneous situations [3, 4, 5] is that these theorems
not only apply to approximation by dyadics or rationals in Euclidian settings but also
to all sufficiently well-distributed systems of points in doubling metric spaces.
The definition of the regular sampling Γ and its associated tile W such that (60) holds
true implies the two following properties:
(C1) Since W is compact, there exists a sufficiently large MG > 0 such that any ball
B(x,MG) contains at least one point γ ∈ Γ.
(C2) Since the union (60) is constituted by sets whose intersections are always of `G-
measure 0 and W is bounded, there exists another constant NG > 0 such that
for every x ∈ G, the ball B(x,MG) contains at most NG points belonging to Γ.
These properties are analogues in G to Lemma 15 in the Heisenberg group H. One
concludes that
G =
⋃
γ∈Γ
B(γ,MG),
and that there is almost no redundancy in the covering, i.e. for every x ∈ G, the
cardinality of those γ ∈ Γ such that x ∈ B(γ,MG) is bounded from above by NG
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uniformly in x ∈ G. Immediately, one also deduces an analogue of (51):
W = lim sup
j→+∞
⋃
γ∈L0(jm)
B(xj,γ , 2−jMG)
where L0(j) = {γ ∈ Γ : xj,γ = D2−jγ ∈W}. The compact tile W is a natural candidate
to replace [0, 1)3 on H. The notion of approximation rate and the sets Sξ(J ) and S˜ξ(J )
are perfectly defined (recall Definition 7), and have the same interpretation as in the
case of H.
We are now ready to state our last result.
Theorem 24. Theorems 4 and 5 remain valid on any Carnot group.
Proof of Theorem 4. A careful reading of Section 5 shows that the arguments go through
by simply replacing Z by Γ. Indeed, Lemma 13 is a general counting argument for
convergent series and Lemma 14 requires only counting and coverings arguments that
are exactly items (C1) and (C2) explained a few lines above. One deduces that every
functions f ∈ Bsp,q(G) satisfies
∀ h ≥ s−QG/p, df (h) ≤ min(QG, ph− ps+QG),
as was the case for H.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us carefully go through Section 6. As mentioned above, W re-
places [0, 1)3. The first change concerns the cardinality of L0(j). As W is a neighborhood
of the origin, there exists ε > 0 such that B(Id, ε) ⊂W . By (17), there also exists a con-
stant C such that `G(
⋃
w∈W B(w, ε2−j)) ≤ C uniformly in j ≥ 0. If γ1 6= γ2 ∈ L0(j) then
`G
(B(xj,γ1 , ε2−j) ∩ B(xj,γ2 , ε2−j)) = 2−jQG`G(B(γ1, ε) ∩ B(γ2, ε)) which is zero because
B(γi, ε) ⊂ γiW and `G(γ1W ∩ γ2W ) = 0. Therefore
(65) #L0(j) ≤ C
`G
(B((Id, ε2−j)) ≤ C˜2jQG
which replaces (49).
In order to prove the optimality of the upper bound for the multifractal spectrum of
functions in Bsp,q(G), an “optimal” function F was built in Proposition 18. Here, the
new function to be studied is called FG and is defined as the sum
FG =
∑
j∈Z
∑
γ∈Γ
FGj,γΨj,γ
where the wavelet coefficients are
(66) FGj,γ :=

2−j(s−QG/p)−JQG/p
jβ
if xj,γ ∈W
0 otherwise,
where J is the minimal positive integer such that D2Jxj,γ = D2J−jγ ∈ Γ. This naturally
replaces the notion of irreducibility of dyadics given in Definition 6: for any positive
integer j′ such that γ′ = D2j′γ ∈ Γ, one has xj,γ = xj+j′,γ′ , thus xj,γ is irreducible if
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it cannot be written as xj′′,γ′′ with 0 ≤ j′′ < j. One checks easily that FG belongs to
Bsp,q(G). The main estimate that replaces (57) and (58) are
‖2j(s−QG/p)Fj,γ‖`p(Γ) ≤
1
j2/q
(
1
j
j∑
J=0
2−QGJ#{γ ∈ L0(J) ; xJ,γ irreducible}
)1/p
≤ C˜
1/p
j2/q
which, as expected, belongs to `q(j ∈ N). The last inequality results from (65) which is
slightly rougher than the right-hand side of (50) but still sufficient for our purpose.
In the proof of Proposition 16, the constant C˜ of (65) also appears in the upper bound
for the Haussdorff pre-measure that now reads
Hdη(Sξ(J )) ≤ C
∑
j≥n
(C˜2jQG)(2−jξ)d ≤ CC˜2n(QG−dξ)
and still tends to zero as n → +∞ when d > QG/ξ. Conversely, let us observe that
the techniques we used to find lower bounds for the Hausdorff dimensions of sets extend
to Carnot groups thus ensuring the second half of Proposition 16. It is an easy matter
to check that the Haar measure `G satisfies the three conditions (H1), (H2) and (H3)
where the set {xj,k : j ∈ J , k ∈ Z} is replaced by the discrete set {xj,γ = D2−jγ : j ∈
J , γ ∈ Γ}. This implies that the mass transference principle (Theorem 17) holds true
on G as it did in the Heisenberg group H. Hence, all the arguments developed to find
lower bounds for the Hausdorff multifractal spectrum of typical functions in Bsp,q(H) can
be extended without alteration to the Carnot group G and its Besov space Bsp,q(G).
The last alteration consists in defining the wavelet-local space Bsp,q(W ) by the criterion
xj,γ /∈W =⇒ dj,γ(f) = 0.
The rest of the Section 6.3 remains unchanged.
Taking those remarks in consideration, one can assert that Theorems 1 to 5 remain
valid on any Carnot group.
7.7. Open problems. Further generalization (e.g. to the realm of homogeneous groups)
are not straightforward. For example, even though the metric structure of homogeneous
groups is still defined in a similar fashion to the gauge distance on Carnot groups, the
notion of horizontal derivative ceases to exist, which changes deeply the nature of the
Taylor formula and its remainder [8] and thus the subsequent analysis. The construction
and analysis of wavelets in such a general setting is also an active area of mathematics.
The reader might also be interested in the following works concerning wavelets on
compact Lie groups [29], on general Lie groups [32], on homogeneous spaces [14] and
even riemannian manifolds [19].
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